Twitter to reach consumers. Initially Ryan carried on his business in TechSpace, a co-working office space in
a building in Dublin. Ten other like-minded tech entrepreneurs shared the office space each paying €300 a desk
per month. Ryan had instant and affordable access to facilities such as high speed broadband, security and
meeting rooms.
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From a H4 to a H1 in the ABQ
#ChasingH1s
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In the second year of business, Ryan obtained more projects than he could handle, so he teamed up with two
This is a compulsory question based on Units 3, 4 and 5
classmates, Jane McDaid and Mark Reilly. Ryan offered them a percentage commission on each project they
worked on and he consistently praised the high standard of their work. Decisions were made democratically.
APPLIEDonBUSINESS
(ABQ)
Ryan actively encouraged their suggestions
designs and QUESTION
always obtained
their point of view before finalising
a website design, marketing content for social media or a logo for clients in different industry sectors. In the
evenings after college Ryan used
Skype to share opinions with the team, and used email to send design and
Digibrand
graphics between each member of the team. Ryan gave responsibility for a major project to Jane, as he believed
Ryan
Marketing,
and Technology
part of his
degree
she Cullen
had thestudied
potential
to create Innovation
a very innovative
marketingas
campaign.
Upon
graduation, Ryan decided to
at completely
Dublin Cityfocus
University
(DCU). and
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third
study,working
he set up
on the business
Jane
and year
Markofbegan
for Digibrand,
him full time.

Digibrand was gaining more clients. Ryan needed to relocate as he wished to expand his office space and build
(A)business.
Ryan Cullen
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with athis
statement?
the
He researched
renting
an office
in a business
park
rather
than
buying
premises.
He discovered
Outline
yourthree
answer,
with reference
to the text
ABQ.need equipment and office
(30furniture.
marks)
he would
need reasons
financefor
to pay
months’
rent in advance,
andofhethe
would
Like most new start-ups cash was scarce and Ryan wished to avoid huge debt. He had to ensure that he managed
(B) (i) Identify and describe the most appropriate sources of finance for Digibrand’s relocation.
his working (Refer
capital.toHe
had to work hard at getting paid quickly for work carried out for clients to ensure he
short, medium and long term sources of finance in your answer.)
could pay
wages
and
various
day-to-day
expenses.
Profits forecast
were increasing
by an average of 20% annually
and
(ii) Outline the importance
of preparing
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for Digibrand.
(30 marks)
Ryan reinvested
the business.
Answer
the them
firstin1/3
of Part (A) above now – choose any management skill –
(C)

(i)

Discuss one possible opportunity and one possible threat for Digibrand of merging with MediaMania.

After four
in business,
Ryan
remained
passionate
about
which had built up a strong client
give
yourself
10oneminutes
orwhich
so very
to
complete
it.toDigibrand,
(ii) years
Evaluate
other
method
Ryan
could consider
grow his business.
base in Ireland. Ryan was keen to keep up this pace and momentum. He continued to avail of various
(20supports,
marks)
including Enterprise Ireland’s grant scheme towards R&D costs. At the Dublin Web Summit 2015
was
(80Ryan
marks)
approached by MediaMania, a leading London-based digital marketing agency which focuses exclusively on
the retail sector in the UK. MediaMania is planning to expand its business outside the UK and is interested in
Page 5 of 12
merging with Digibrand. Ryan was unsure of the consequences
of merging with another business at this stage,
so he held a meeting with Jane and Mark to find out their views on the offer.

(A) Ryan Cullen has developed effective management skills. Would you agree with this statement?
Outline reasons for your answer, with reference to the text of the ABQ.
(30 marks)
(B) (i)
(ii)
(C)

(i)
(ii)

Identify and describe the most appropriate sources of finance for Digibrand’s relocation.
(Refer to short, medium and long term sources of finance in your answer.)
Outline the importance of preparing a cashflow forecast for Digibrand.
(30 marks)
Discuss one possible opportunity and one possible threat for Digibrand of merging with MediaMania.
Evaluate one other method which Ryan could consider to grow his business.
(20 marks)
(80 marks)
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Digibrand

(A)
(A)
(B)

Applied Business Question (Units 3, 4, 5)
This is a compulsory question.

Max Marks

Ryan Cullen has developed effective management skills.
Would you agree with this statement? Yes 3m
Outline reasons for your answer, with reference to the text of the
ABQ.

30m
(3m+27m)

3 x 9 marks (3m(name) + 3m(explain)+ 3m(Link))
(B)

(i) Identify and describe the most appropriate sources of finance
for Digibrand’s re-location.
(Refer to short, medium and long term sources of finance in
your answer.)

30m
(24m+6m)

3 x 8 marks
(3m(name + correct source) +3m(2+1)+ 2m(Link))
(ii)Outline the importance of preparing a Cash flow forecast.
6m (3m(2+1) +3m(Link))
(C)

(i) Discuss one possible opportunity & one possible threat of
merging with MediaMania

20m
(10m+10m)

2 x 5 marks (3m (2+1) + 2m (Link))
(ii) Evaluate one other method which Ryan could consider to
grow his business.
10 marks (2m+3m+3m+2m)
Name; explain; explain; evaluate
Available Marks

80 marks

In answering the questions on the ABQ, candidates must make use of relevant knowledge and
understanding gained in the subject while studying the course in addition to the relevant links from the
ABQ.
In relation to the links given, they must be a direct relevant quote/phrase/statement from the ABQ
indicating that candidates clearly understand the point(s) of theory presented. Separate links are required
in each section. No link awarded without relevant theory.

Score:
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SECTION
2 an answer – take 5 minutes to
Below is the marking scheme for part
(A) and
(80
Marks)
mark the answer.
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Lets see what marks they may have gotten for the answer above and
compare to what you gave them, then see where you felt marks should or
shouldn’t have been given!
Generally people will give more than the allocated marks below, as it looks
like the student is pretty solid, well laid out and full of keywords, but we can
see how easy it is to slip down to a H4/H5 answer even as a well prepped
student!
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Check my YouTube video for the – search for ‘Gavin Duffy Leaving Cert
Business H4 to H1 ABQ answer’
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These are the easy enough fixes below for each of the 4 parts the candidate
would have lost marks for above!

